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Students

Two gubernatorial
candidates passed
through Logan , one
a woman, one a longtime legislator.
See Page 3

Aprif 6, 1984

MaryCleave told a small Convocations audience Thursday that someone who wants a job with equality, with a large salary and some bizarre traveling places,
lpACe

may be the answer.

Cedric N. Chatterley plioto

Cleave 'fumbled around' before landing career in space
Former USU student says next shuttle mission to be "exciting time" in life
1'oMBRENNAN
writer

master's degree in microbial
ecology and her Ph.D. in
civil and environmental
engineering.
Why did she get interested
in being an astronaut1 "I love
airplanes. I've been flying
since I was 17 but I could
never figure out how to get
aviation into my job. I
fumbled around until I hit
this one," Oeave said.
After graduation she went
lo Johnson Space Center in
Texas. She described the
center as a '1arge university
without any undergraduate
students." She was later
picked to be one of the
astronauts to occupy the
shuttle flight next March.
How is one chosen to be
an astronaut in the space
shuttle1 Oeave said she
doesn'tknow, but thatis not

WIUIWII
because"nobody

knows how people are
picked."
Her job on the mission is
still up in the air but she
knows she will be
experimenting with one of the
experiments on board. She
said she thinks she will
control the arms of the
shuttle.
Her job nowadays is a
rigorous workout to keep her
physically fit for the future
flight. She said she enjoys the
different aspects that go
along with being an astronaut
- except that of going to
meetings.
The exercises consists of
running behind a vehicle but with a parachute hooked
to the back, it could be a
problem. Another exercise is
getting in one of her favorite
"planes" and going up to two
g-forces, then dropping

down. They do it 30 to 40
times in the plane,
affectionally known as the
"vomit comet," she said.
Another training d,evice is
to do a lot of work under
water, Cleave said. This
helps because the space suits
weigh 300 pounds.
Cleave and the rest of her
co-workers on this mission
will try to fix a satellite in
space.
'We've got a space station
to work on and I hope I will
work on it," Cleave said. "I
think I will be able to."
Their flight, however, will
not try to maneuver a man
out in space like the last
shuttle flight did, she said.
After she and her
colleagues finish the training
and successfully complete the
shuttle flight, they will have

to contend with Space
Adaption Syndrome. she
said. "This syndrome (similar
to motion sickness) feels like
a bad hangover," Cleave
said, 'but don't worry about
it - we've all worked
through bad hangovers
before."
When the training is
over and the mission is
hopefully a success, Mary
Cleave can rest. Right?
Wrong, she hopes to go up
again - in fact, she said, " I
might fly 10 to 20 times in
my life time."

If someone wants a job
where there is fair equality, a
large salary and some bizarre
traveling places, space seems
to be the answer. But that
person will have to get over
his acrophobia first, she said.
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Friday's World
Utah included in nation-wide hunt for suspected killer
'We have nothing that would place him in Utah
by any means, " Knowles said. "All of our field
offices in the nation are doing the same thing.
We're just investigating to find out if he's been here
or is here. "
Dave Kohl, assistant special agent in charge, said
the Salt Lake City office became heavily involved
in the case because of the state's central location
and proximity to Las Vegas, Nev.
Revell said the FBI has no information of
Wilder's whereabouts since Sunday, when he was
spotted in Las Vegas.
On that day, Michele Korfman, 17, who had
participated in a beauty contest, was last seen at a
Las Vegas shopping mall. Hers is one of the
disappearances in which Wilder is wanted for
questioning.
Revell said, 'We have reports of him approaching
three other young females in Las Vegas at that
time."
The FBI called Wilder "an extremely aggressive
individual ... known to randomly approach
attractive young females in shopping malls and
business areas." Revell said Wilder identifies
himself as a photographer, which he has been,
comments on the young woman's appearance and
potential as a model and tries to persuade her to
accompany him for a photo session.
"If rejected, he has beaten and forced victims to
accompany him ," the FBI said.
Revell stressed that Wilder has only been charged
by the FBI with kidnapping a Tallahassee, Fla.
woman from a shopping mall on March 20. The
FBI said she was taken to Bainbridge, Ga.

WASHINGTON (AP)
The FBI launched an
extraordinary nationwide manhunt Thursday for
Christopher Bernard Wilder, a 39-year-old race car
driver charged with kidnapping one woman and
suspected in the death or disappearance of six
others from Florida to Nevada.
The FBI called reporters to an unusual news
conference to announce that Wilder had been
added to its ''Ten Most Wanted Fugitives " list and
to appeal for help from the public in apprehending
him.
"We don 't normally do this, " said Assistant FBI
Director Oliver "Buck" Revell of the news
conference . "But he represents a significant danger.
He's extrem ely active, very dangerous, and this
approach may lead to his apprehension. "
"He's making contact on an almost daily basis,
and this is potentially a very prolific situation ,"
said Revell.
He added that if Wilder were responsible for all
the cases "it would be a classic case of sexual , serial
murders ," a type of crime that has drawn
increa sing attention this year from federal officials ,
becau se the murders often take place so far apart
that they cannot be connected by local authorities.
Revell said every FBI office in the nation had
been assigned investigative tasks in the case "to
ensure full coverage ."
Terry Knowles , FBI special agent in charge of the
Salt Lake City office, said his agents were
investigating "dozens of calls " in Utah about
possible sightings of Wilder, but none had proved
fruitful

Revell said on March 21 she managed to break
away, locked herself in a motel bathroom and
screamed, prompting her abductor to flee. She
provided the identification of Wilder, Revell said
The woman, a Florida State student whose na111t
has been withheld, told police she was beaten,
raped, shocked with electrodes and had glue
poured in her eyes before her escape.
Revell stressed, "He is only a suspect in the otlm
cases, but we have reason to believe he may have
been involved in six other cases and he is wanted
for questioning in them by local authorities." He
would not elaborate on the evidence for that btlW
"Indeed," Revell said, "there may be others."
Born is Sydney, Australia, but with dual U.S
and Australian citizenship, Wilder is a 6--foottall.
180-pound white male with brown hair and blue
eyes. He is balding and has a five-inch scar on hit
right ankle. He has worn a well-trimmed beardIll
the past but could be clean-shaven, the FBI said
In addition to the Korfman disappearance, otlm
cases include:
- Rosario Gonzales, 20, a part-time model last
seen at the Miami Grand Prix Feb. 26. Wilder
drove in that race and won $400. The woman's
fiance said Ms. Conzales once posed for
photographs taken by Wilder.
- Elizabeth Ann Kenyon, 23, another part-time
model who disappeared from Coral Gables, Fla.
March 5. Police said she was last seen with
someone who looked like Wilder at a service
station there.

Idahoan Hansen debates future following conviction
POCATELLO , Idaho (AP)
- Idaho Congressman
George Hansen , convicted of
violating federal per sonal
financial disclosure laws, met
here Thursday with top state
Republican Party officials to
discuss his political future.
It wa s at Pocatello that
Han sen wa s first elected to
Congre ss in 1964. And seven
terms later , Hansen returned
to the same city and planned

to announce whether he'll
seek re-election despite his
conviction.
Hansen was convicted by a
federal jury Monday of four
counts of filing false personal
financial reports. A 12-person
jury at Washington , D.C.,
convicted him on charges he
failed to report about
$334,000 in loans and
transactions.
He faces up to 20 years in

prison, $40,000 in fines and
could face disciplinary action
by the House Ethics
committee.
Sentencing will be later.
But first, Hansen faces
another deadline. Filing for
Idaho's May 22 primary
election closes on April 13.
Already one challenger has
filed for the party
nomination. And Richard
Stallings, a Ricks College

professor, will file Friday to
become the Democratic
nominee again.
A polictical newcomer,
Stallings lost to Hansen by
7,000 votes in the 1982
election.
Hansen announced after
the trial he planned to appeal
and hoped eventually to be
acquitted.
But in, an interview on
Wednesday, Hansen said he

African discovery pushes mankind closer to apes
Scientists describe jawbone as anthropology's
CAMBRIDGE , Mass . (AP) - The discovery in Africa of
a 2-inch-long jawbone fragment has pushed the history of
mankind 1 million years closer to the misty era when
human .incestors broke away from the apes , resear chers
say .
The fossile from a creature that lived 5 million years ago
is described as the oldest remains yet unearthed of a direct
human £orebearer , or hominid . Until now , the oldest such
bone s found were 4 million year s old.
Scienti sts generally .1gree that more than 3.5 million
years .igo, the an cestors of the modern apes split with
hum anity 's an cient grandparents and went their separate
evolution.1ry way . This period is anthropology's "black
hole" ~1sthere was no clearly acceptable evidence to £ill in
1he humJn family tree .
Researche rs said Thur.day that they had found in Kenya
a piece of a lower jaw , compl ete with two molars , of a
hominid from this period
''Until thr disco very of this specimen , the oldest fossils
where everybody would agree that they are hominids were
4 million year s old ," sJid David Pilbeam , a Harvard
"
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anthropology professor. ''That's Australopithecus afarensis,
the species to which Lucy belongs, but she herself is a
million years younger than that."
The partial skeleton of Lucy , uncovered in Ethiopia in
1977, is probably the most famous fossil find of recent
times .
Pilbeam said that the newest discovery, though far older
than Lucy, may be of the same species - a short, smallbrained but upright being who roamed Africa a very long
time ago .
'What is important about this jaw piece is that it is both
clearly a hominid and it seems to be reasonably dated al 5
million years," Pilbeam said. ''That pushes the oldest
undoubted hominids back another million years
not
very much, but it's around 25 percent more."
The fossil, called the Tabarin hominid, was found Feb.
23 on an expedition sponsored by Harvard and the
National Museums of Kenya. It was picked up near Lake
Baringo about 140 miles from Nairobi in northern Kenya
by Kiptalam Chepboi, a fossil prospector on the staff of the
Kenya museums.
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considered himself "a
populist" and would deddt
his political future partially
on reaction of the public and
political leaders.

Activities
race is on

Bangerter: 'Running
hard' in GOP race
ByPAUL MURPHY
ttaffwriter
Republican gubernatorial
candidateNorm Bangerler
was in Logan Wednesday lo
pthtr support for his cam-

paign

Bangerter,the speaker of

theUtah House of Representatives, said that as a candidatehe has the greatest
government experience.
Bangerter has been in the
Housefor 10 years.
Bangerter said he has endorsements from 53 of 58
ttptt5entatives and from twothirds of the state senators,
including Cache Valley
1,gislators Lyle Hillyard,
SIM Bodily and Evan Olsen.
With this type of support,
doe Bangerler feel he's the
frontrunner? 'We're running
hard,' said Bangerter. 'We
expectto get out of the con-

ventionin June."
Though Bangerter is a
Republicancontender, he said
hedoesn't feel that if he's
,lected, Utah will become a
one-party state. "I call that a
straw man' argument,"
Bangertersaid. '1 was elected
to the Legislature 10 years
ago. At the time I took that
s,at the other party controlled the governorship, the
House of Representatives, the
Senate.two (U.S.) representative seats, and one of the
!U.S.)senate seats."
1 believe that none of
them (the Democrats) mentionedanything about oneparty domination in those
days,but the facts are: they
hold
allof the critical seats."
Bangerter
said it didn't
matttrwhich party holds the
politicaloffice. What matters,
htllid, is the philosophy of
thtparty. 'We think that the
Republican
philosophy fits

the state of Utah."
The candidate said he
doesn't like to be labeled
politically but said his reputation would be that of a
moderate.
Bangerter, who was inAuential in the passage of the
"squeal rule" and cable television bills, said that he will
support whatever the courts
decide on the cable laws but
will support the enforcement
of the "squeal rule " even if
the federal government tries
to withhold federal funds.

In education, he said he
would like to modify the
system. 'The problem of
education is the most
challenging we have because
it has to be solved in the tax
structure we have in the state
of Utah." He said that the
tremendous amount of school
children in the state is one of
the main reasons that Utah is
the 12th highest taxed state.
Bangerter criticized critics
of the state's educators and
wants the educational community to come up with the
specific answers to education's problems.
The Public Service Commission was condemned by
Bangerter for being "the most
generous in the nation to
stockholders." He said there
are serious problems there
and he would like to increase
the commission, have more
detailed rate hearings and
give more money for government witnesses at the hearings.
Bangerter also said poor
selection of power plant sites
and overbilling our power
capability for the future has
added to higher power rates
in Utah. 'They could be
more efficient," he said.

Politics on the rocks

Even the most unattentive of passers-by
has probably noticed the onslaught of
campaign posters, many of which wind
up sprawled, scattered and shattered.
Cedric N Chatterley photo

GOP hopeful Ferguson: Bureaucracy too big
Ir ERICHGROSSE
llllwrtter

ty. She has 30 years experience in TV
and radio broadcasting and advertising. She is the owner of an advertising agency in Salt Lake City.
The primary plank in Ferguson's
platform calls for "a consistent, fair
and efficient state government." She
also favors smaller government.
"Utah has one and a half million people and a bureaucracy big enough for
eight million," Ferguson said.
"Government has become the
master - it is time to turn it back
over to the people," she said. She
said she believes her support lies with
the people.
"Once I get to the people, once I
get to where I can be on a one-to-one
and start talking to the people - that
is where my support is," she said.
Ferguson said that Cache Valley is
very fortunate to have "one of the
finest campuses" in the fields of
agriculture and conservation but she
said it is not being utilized.
'The state is not taking advantage
of the expertise and the knowledge
thesepeople have. In the Aooding
problemalone they have ignored
Utah State. That's so foolish and it

could be disasterous," she said.
When speaking of the problems
facing education in the state Ferguson
places the fault with the Utah
Legislature. Ferguson said the
Legislature, through the laws it has
passed, has taken the muchneeded authority from the teachers
and created a system which is top
heavy with administration.
"Anyone who is not active in a
dassroom with our students is dead
weight," she said.
Ferguson said the problem with
higher education is an emphasis on
athletics and getting published rather
than education.
'When they (professors) receive the
kind of wages the do and they may
put three or four hours a week into
the classroom, that isn't where it is
at," she said. Ferguson, however, admitted that solving the problems of
higher education will be one of the
toughest problems to deal with if she
is given the opportunity.
'That's where the power is - your
Board of Regents, your powerful, influential people. There is a lot of ego
that yot.. are dealing with now and

that is not going to be easy. I know
there is a problem and I know it has
to be handled but, bless my soul, l
don't know how yet," Ferguson said.
More than any particular issue
Ferguson wants to place the government in the hands of the people and
remove it from the hands of special
interest groups.
'1t has become a case of the tail
wagging the dog - the people have
become the slave and government has
become the master," she said.
Ferguson candidly stated that
"special interests run the federal
government and they're certainly running the slate of Utah right now. Until the people understand that and until the people who decide they're going to run for elected office truly and
deep down in their heart believe that
government should be run for, of and
by the people, you're not going to see
a change."
Ferguson supports placing prayer
back into the schools and said that as
a Christian she will no longer stand
for atheists and members of other
religions to tell her what she can and
cannot do.
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0ginion.
Gri n and bear it Elections soo n to be over
The election campaign posters on campus are
perhaps more plentiful this year than they've been
in past years. The increase in the signs can easily be
attributed to the Associated Students of USU's new
election rule that posters cannot be displayed on the
outside of off campus houses and businesses.
So, the lawns of this campus have become the
target of most campaign signs. But the fanfare, the
How,iiii'(
,/MES
HAfE
posters, the balloons, banners and leaflets and the
politicians' smiling faces are all part of the voting on
.,-oLD
campus. As they are in any election in the United
. E. MAP
CoMpAss J>IIRIA&
States.
To some students the posters might look
'flt ELSC TION WEE.IC.
somewhat gaudy or the campaigns might seem
somewhat outlandish. Afterall, who on a national
level hands out ice cream and balloons?
But then again consider some of the outlandish
things and gaudy things that are occuring on the national political circuit- the fight for the Democrat ic
nomination . ASUSU election tactics and signs are
nothing compared to what's going on in the fight for
august structure on campus, remaining in my study period.
To the edito r:
the Library. I was treated to
the presidential race.
I am under the impression
The
circumstance
being
numerous discussions of "the
Walter Mondale and Gary Hart are continually
addressed is the lack of quiet darling new blouse,,, the that this institution exists, fir)t
mud-slinging each others' campaigns, insulting
study facilities on campus, professor who gave a pop and foremost, for a learning
experience. I submit that under
each other, criticising each other, then getting
except those that exist by quiz,"
a review
of the
before television cameras together, smiling, shaking
accident, or in the time-warp homework problems for Math the circumstances outlined
between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. As 105, and other charming above, this is not possible.
hands, patting each other on the back and saying
While I am as fond of a good
a person who works fulltime
anecdotes
which
will
how one will support whoever wins the nominatime as anyone and enjoy
and is also a fulltime MBA (as (mercifully) go undescribed.
tion.
chatting with friends as well, I
well as being someone who
Then amidst their debates sits Jesse Jackson. He
has the ridiculous propensity
The search then led to the believe that some provision
wants to get into the debates, but usually can't for seeing their spouse on graduate student lounge in the must be made for studentswho
occasion), my time is carefully Business
he's continually being nudged out by his opBuilding.
would like to do some work in
ponents, who are continually making verbal attacks scheduled. Today, during the Unfortunately, this also proved peace and quiet. What can the
allotted study time, I had the fruitless.
faculty and administration, nol
on each other.
dubious privilege of being the
to
mention
studt>nl
Here on campus the debates are few and the camlatest "Seeker After Silence For
My wanderings finally found
government, advisors,et al.. ad
paigns relatively calm . Nobody is really slinging
Study." Like so many other their end in the front seat of my nauseum do for those of us
mud at their opponents. In fact, the only real Seekers, I failed miserably.
car. That turned out to be the who would like to learn?
My quest first involved four most silent and serene spot of
damage done to anyone's campaign has been done
Lorraine Herr
floors
and
six
areas
of
that
all,
at least for the 15 minutes
by the wind, which has twisted up a few banners
and tipped over a few signs. Not much damage,
especially when compared to national elections .
In fact, this year's elections, so far, have gone
expense accounts, budgets,
not pass judgement on who
To the editor:
rather smooth . The only bizarre aspect of this eleceats it, but I don't like paying
and scholarships to these
tion is that the winners of the primaries will not be
Monday morning when I Student Senators and officers
for someone else's food. Do
announced when the results are known, but unti I arrived here at USU, the sight I for the purpose of keeping us you?
saw
was
deplorable.
It
rubbed
entertained and saving our
later on Friday night. And of all places to announce
People say that if you donI
salt in an old wound: that of precious money. While doing
the results - a dance.
like the way things are being
student
elections
and
my job last Wednesday, I
When was the last time you had to go to a dance government. There is a need happened upon the Student done, run for office and chanae
to learn the results of an election? For most, it was for some type of student Senate meeting. They were it yourself. That is a SIN'
probably in junior high school? Why wait? Why not associated governement, but I deciding who the candidates theory, but it won't worltfor
me because I lack the lhrM
announce the results as soon as they're known. The feel that the Student Senate of would be for the primary
things a candidate needsat
whole thing has taken on the air of a little child say- USU has too much power and elections. They also decided
USU: plenty of mone
definitely too large of a budget. that an effective way to save us
ing, "I 've got a sevret and I'm not going to tell you."
attractivenes~,
a cute smlle
In these times of high cost for some money would be to
If these elections are supposed to be taken seriously, education, I strongly dislike the abolish the one-dollar drop- the ability to "suck up 10
everyone and tell them
let's treat them that way.
idea of paying an enormous add fee. All of this '"business"

.z

'/()ti N~'IER.. TO FOR6ET
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Student searches for quiet study space

Student senate budget seems abused

-

Everyone has his day and some days
last longer than others.
Winston Churchill

The truth is found when men are
free to pursue it.
FranklinDelano Roosevelt

activity fee for services that I
don 't use. I pay my hardearned money to be educated,
not entertained. I don't attend
convocations because I am in
class. Football and basketball
games are out of the question
because of homework and my
nighttime job. I have never
used the Fieldhouse or the
Hl'ER buildings, since I am
earning
money
for my
schooling.
I find it very ironic to give

was carried
on while
devouring a large amount of
pizza and Coke. When I
carried the food in I expected
that they would all pitch in and
pay for it. I was wrong. They
wrote me a check on the
Mortar Board account for a
significant amount and paid for
their pizza with our money.
They didn't even uphold the
student tradit1011 of using a
coupon with their purcha!te.
My job is to deliver the pina,

,.

they want to hear. I WOU
have a ,nowball's cha
you-know-where of wt
here because I speak my
not everyone else's.

Natural disasters
pleasant. but I wouldn'I
gale-force canyon wind
would
blow
all
hypocrilical
elec11on
where It belongs - the
Sanitary Landfill.

~ELNA.NELSO
.......
::~·..l
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The folkways of courtship
d11or·i:.now: Sodpbox is a \\.'eekly column in which a member
The St.it~man .,,affb, invited to express an opinion of his or

r cho,u•. Janel Bennion ,s a junior
terKe and journdli,m.
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As the smoke settles over my latest skirmish in the sexual
ll!V()lulion, I realize 1ha1,omelhing is wrong . The old dating

olderhas passed and lime-honored codes of courtship are no

lonser
working.

I find myself drifting through a battlefield of
shanered
rules, a footsoldier, confused and angry. Tenderness
.and
politeness, the armor of lrue affection, are replaced al the
front by an inconsiderate drive and a
roughness deemed so popular by each

c;exin today's war.

.,. ______

~

:;.'~

The e11que1teof courtship had once
involved young people who were
going lo gel married and stay married,
and usually their parents supervised the
whole thing. Now ii involves grownups and sex. One simply can't apply the
courting system of yesteryear with 1ha1
of today. Social patterns have changed
,. romdnce

~

Sat. & Sun. Brunch

5elldme a man who's polished in the folkways of courtship.
Of course, blind dares and sexual rendezvous require

difle<ent
degrees of lad, care and politeness. Sex can distort
relahonsh1p.Instead of being a carrot dangling al the end
a romance, it is now a possibility or a certainty early in
ng - 11changes the whole nature of courtship.
Whatabout fir..l dares or even meeting for the firs! time/ The
o/ death here is easily accomplished. Show up late for
one!hong.Change plans without telling the other person, and
Ill about the wrong things. Topics of conversation to avoid
udeyour ex-boyfriend or girlfriend, your astrological sign,
or anythingyou vow never lo do-like gelling married or
ng children. Also, some people seem compelled 10 tell
theirlife stories right away. Maybe they shouldn't, because
wryoften there's only lime for one life story in an evening,
nlwhose is ii going 10bel One should carry a store of lighter
aimments, appropriate for this type of occasion.
Honestyand tact are virtues absent in courting. Women say
,_ don't want to make commitments. Men say that women
to gel involved too fast. Women also complain about
11181
whodon't call back after a seemingly enjoyable first date.
l'liquette
here is simply expressing the truth to the other
P!IIOn.If a man is not interested in you, he must tell you. Yet,
whrend anything badly/ Even if he calls back and says,
'Thanks,
maybe we'll gel together again," you will al least
howto deal with your emotions. You might be sad and
withtt could have gone on, but I think you'll be better off
llllowing
than waiting by the phone for three weeks lo see if

9 am - 2 pm

i11 .. 11111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111mmuuu111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111uuuuuu11111111111111111111111111111111111111m

High Energy
~Haircuts and Perms
Jeri and Jann
,.
have just completed Zoto's
creative design group workshop in Cincinnatti,
where they learned the new April trend
releases in haircuts and perms.
Special Introduction of these syles:
Fridays 9-5
April 13, 20, 27

Cut$·$5
Perms $22

Valid only with this ad
and appt. with Jeri and Jann

1190 E. 700 No. 751-9115

STEVE ROBINSON
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

-»

he'll
call.

IIVt! each other a fighting chance on a blind date, use a
planning.Meer the person al a neutral place rather than al
~.home. If you meet at your place, he or she will know a lot
you immediately, but you won't know anything about
lllherpetson. She may not understand the lifesize painting
llichanjSimmons in your living room, or he may nor realize
llllt1mentalvalue of the naked statue of John Lennon on
dresser.
They might get the wrong impression .
..
do you do when you see your heartthrob hugging or
another/Don't panic! Social kissing is often confused
the romantic practice 10 which II bears a superficial
~This is ridiculous. Does handshaking have the
~I
content as holding hands/ Almost any gesture
- consideredemotionally harmless and trivial 1f the
SOCielyagrees.Social kissing is a mess when involved in
Ip because we agree on nothing.
!IOme people offering one cheek to be kissed, others
thatasonly half the task, and still others sticking out
ID be shaken, there are bound to be a lot of broken
illd sudden blows to the stomach. And that is 1us1
IIIDPlewho mean well and are trying to say hello.
In in ap! of sexual liberty, good manners salve the
~The world isn't going to fall apart if you
fork,but when it comes to courtship, deep
. That's when it is more important them
lie.

I=_

I,~~:;~f
ooGs:~~~~
I

As a partiupanl in the dating game, I have lost sight of the
supremequality of adulation. Kindness and simple respect are
beign 10 rho,e individuals rhal feign for my affection. Thus,

havmgnor received 1ha1quality of goodness shown 10 my
mod,erand grandmother, I have no desire 10 bestow . I yearn
lhatglorious day when the sun will break into a smile and

L~~ch

Vote Experience!
ASUSU Academic Senator '83-84
Utah Intercollegiate Assembly
-Delegate '83
-Attorney General '84
Local Government Internship '84
Sigma Nu Vice President '84

Pi Sigma Alpha member
(political science honor society)
PBLmember
(business honor society)
MLLRP Committee member '84
Robins Award Chairman '83

Ugh

• Boaghly translated:

00ft

They
get
results.

Bay a Statesman
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Elections

~

DANCE
Good Vibrations
Tonight
8:00
Ballroom
Free!

I

'tJ
t

\

Come find out who
won the primaries!

CROSSWORDPUZZLER

1 Lessen
6 Consecrate
11 Surgical saw
12 Weirder
14 Teutonic
deity
15 Flags
17 Symbol for
tantalum
18 Insect egg
20 Praise:
colloq.
21 Unit of
Siamese
currency
22 Egg-shaped
24 Hurried
25 Toward
shelter
26 Grumble
28 Raises the
spirit of
30 Fish eggs
31 Native metal
32 Rocks
35 Great
quantities
38 God al love
39 Seine
41 Tidy
42 Male sheep
43 Ethical
45 Arid
46 Cyprinoid
fish
47 Chastises
49 Baseball
organization:
abbr.
50 Nullify
52 Mam dish
54 Lavishes

wy

April 7

Tickets

33 Bartered
34 Breathes

35
36
37

40

loudly In
sleep
Declares
Merited
Fashion
Period of

L I E

G E R R A R D
E

T

s s

u

E
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K
E

Tickets
$ 3. oo (students)
$4. 00 at door

$s.o 0 at door

Answer to Previous Puzle

E
p

2 H A

F.A.C.Kent Concert Hall

~eneral

2 Exist
3 Imitate
4 Cistern
5 Guarantee
6 Go away!
7 Part of
camera
8 Bitter vetch
9 Spanish for
"yes"
10 Sofa
11 Choir
member
13 Evaluates
16 Mountain on
Crete
19 Barroom
21 Changed
23 King of
beasts: pl.
25 Home-run
king
27 Born
29 Parcel of
land
32 Eurorean
!inch

C

8:30p.m.

$s.oo
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admission)
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available at Info. Deak, ticket office, ZCMI
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ACROSS

2- Beal (and largeat) college on carnpuI

3- VOTE CLAY AND WYLIEHASS__

44 Period ot
fasting

47 Flying
mammal
48MuSIC:u
written
51 Proceed
53 Hospital
attendant:
abbr

Romney

By J.D. BOOGERT
sports editor

f you 're planning to
spend the evening of Sept . 15 sitting
in Romney Stadium , be sure to bring
,ilong a flashlight or a candle.
It yo u had planned to be slurping
lwt choco late and downing hot dogs
c1nJpopcorn while watching Utah
~late ope n its home season against
rexas Christian University and had
l'idnned to get to the stadium early to
""'wanother famous Cache Valley
sunset and had planned to include in
rnur autobiog raphy the fact that you
•,,we amo ng the 20,000 or so fans
who could claim they saw the first
hnme game played in Romney
\iJd1um under the lights and had
!'lanned to go shopping or to First
'lam on the afternoon of the historic
,:c1me- forge t it.
llue to the lack of necessary funds
•_., the lighting of Romney Stadium .
· "t• project has been placed on hold

Project flickers

until the 1
seas , cording to
Utah State athletic dire~tor Dave
Kragthorpe.
"(The project is} not going to be
able to go," Kragthorpe said of the
plans which he has been pursuing
since taking over as athletic director
nearly a year ago .
'We had established a March 15
deadline to decide whether to go on
or to postpone the project,"
Kragthorpe said. March 15 was the
date when bidding would have to
begin and still allow time for the project to be completed by mid-August.
According to Kragthorpe, estimates
were given for the project by several
national stadium lighting contractors.
Potential contractors for the project
include Musco Lighting Inc., and
General Electric. For poles, cement for
footings, rebar , welding and other
materials the package estimate has
been placed at approximately
$275,000, although that figure could
be lessened through donated services

and materials.
The proposed lighting system will
consist of four poles - two on either
side of the stadium - and 244 lamps.
The lamps, costing $250 each, total
$61,000.
Kragthorpe cited two major reasons
for the project's postponement until
the 1985,,ffason:
•The cost of the project has increased due to some hidden costs, which
involve the need to alter the present
power source at the stadium from its
envisioned use in 1968.
•The fundraising fell short of the
target figure Kragthorpe and a committee set in order to begin the project
this spring. While Kragthorpe would
not divulge the amount of money
which has been raised, he did say the
amount raised fell short of the
halfway point for the project. "We
have not reached the $140,000 figure,"
he said.
' '
(continued on page 8)
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Romney lights on hold until '85
renovated in 1982 and the Musco lighting w
installed before the 1983 football season.
But even with the Mucso lighting, which
There are several reasons why Kragthorpe
many consider to be the state of the art and a
favors the stadium lighting:
company which often contracts for portable
•While the plans are to only have the tirst
set-ups with the major networks, BYU has
two home games each year under the lights,
had no night games since the equipment was
Kragthorpe said he feels the attendance will
installed.
increase with the night games. •'We hope to
While no football games have been played
increase by 5,000 per game to average
under the lights and no games are scheduled
20.000. " he said.
at night this season, BYU athletic director
•To eliminate the conflicts with downtown
GI~~ Tuckett says the lights "are necessary I
businesses , Kragthorpe said he hopes merus.
chants and customers will have an easier time
According to BYU associate sports info
doing their business during the day and have
tion director Ralph Zobell. the only times thi
the opportunity to attend USU football games
stadium's lighting has been used since installwt
at night. Kragthorpe said he hopes the same
tion. were for the Osmonds' July 4th televiholds true for conflicting recreational acsion special and for night football practices
tivities, such as hunting.
"If we're going to survive in the new era of
•More scheduling flexibility. This is where
college sports, we have to be able to have
possible television revenues enter the project.
lighting to lure the networks or Turner
With the proposed lighting system designed to (Broadcasting System)," Tuckett said, adding
exceed television telecast specifications,
that for a nationally televised contest a year
Kragthorpe wants to have the flexibility to
ago, two schools split, on the average, $1.2
reschedule a game if a station or network
million. For schools like BYU, who play in
would want televise a night game.
conferences, the split from a televised con•
•More annual use of the stadium for other
must be divided among that conference's
activities , such as concerts, July 4th celebramembers.
tions, Festival of the American West and stu·wehave to have that flexibility," Tuckdt
dent activities. "I think we could attract big
said. ••If,say, CBS called us and asked ·can
names like Willie Nelson or Kenny Rogers,"
you be ready to play a night game between
Kragthorpe said of the concert possibilities.
Baylor and BYU,' we're ready to say, 'Yes,
Central to the idea of improving attendance
sir, we will."'
is Utah State's football status as a member of
It's those types of television contracts that
the NCAA's Division 1-A. Utah State maincan make Romney Stadium's lighting project
tained its status last season by averaging
pay for itself, in addition to the increased pit
20,000 in both its home and road games. The
receipts Kragthorpe is hoping for.
NCAA stipulates that for a school to mainDespite the delay, Big Blue Club president
tain its status it must have eight men's sports.
Dave Kooyman says the project will continu1
The other requirement allows an option: the
"It is certainly a worthwhile project,"
school must either average 20,000 per home
Kooyman said. "Our thrust opens the oppor,game; or, if the home stadium contains
tunity for those who have used tha t excuse
30,000 seats, which is the capacity of Romney (downtown businesses' daylight hours or out
Stadium, the school can use its home-road
door recreation) and gives them the oppor
combined average. Thanks to 60,000-plus attunity to see a few games. We're going to
tendance at both BYU and Arizona State a
continue pursuing the project."
year ago, Utah State maintained its status for
"I feel disappointed. 1 wanted to go in '84
Kragthorpe said. "We realistically were work
another four years.
ing with a short time frame, but we've done
A Utah football team that has no Division
well in that time frame. Barring anything un1-A worries, BYU, recently completed a
foreseen, the lighting will be ready for the
lighting project at Cougar Stadium, contr~cting with Musco Lighting Inc., of Muscatine,
1985 season.
"People now are lamenting the fact thattht
Iowa.
lighting wasn't installed when the stadium
By comparison, BYU's Musco system is
was
built in 1968. 1 wouldn't want people I
slightly larger than the plans for Romney
lament the fact that lighting wasn't installtd
Stadium, in that BYU's system has six banks
in 1984 when Kragthorpe was there."
of lights on six poles. Cougar Stadium was
(continued from page 7)

For a Better
MOVE

VOLUNTEERS VP

~

Western
SWine:Class
PILOTS, NAVIGATORS,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AIM HIGH
Get Involved. Move up
faat with Air Force
E xperlence.
You'll do
Important work In ~
choeen field.
E xperlence a
challenge.
Opportunity.
A opeclal Ille style. Talk
to yow Air Force
recruiter today. Let
Air Force EXPERIENCE
atan you toward •..
A GREAT WAY OF LIFE.
FOR MORE
INFORMATION. CALL:
MSgt

(801)

Curt

Moore

752-4370
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Utah State hosts track meets Saturday
By C.E. ELLEARD
sports writer
This Saturday will mark the first - and
last - home track meet of the season at
Maughan Track Stadium. The Ag women will
begin competition at 9:30 am with the high
jump and shot put. The men·s competition
will follow at 1 p.m.
The men will lace Weber State, Utah, Ricks
College and an unattached group. According
to men·s coach Ralph Maughan, his team
should do well. We have from three to five
athletes who could qualify for nationals this
~ason. ·• Maughan said.
Among his outstanding pertormers are
Theodi, Windham in the 100 and 200-meter
da,h"' , Ron Griffin in the 800. Greg Long in
the l.~00. Chris Hatch in the discus and Bret

Mickelson in the hammer.
ln his only outdoor meet Windham ran thr
LOO-meterdash in 10. 73 seconds. Thal mark
is one one-hundredth of a second ott lhe
cond place mark in the conference. ''Theohis
improved this year." Maughan said. 'Ht
very hard worker_ ·
For the women's meet BYU. Utah. W
Montana State and Northern Colorado
be in town. According to coach Vaughn
Courtney, several events look strong for
Ags.
We should win the mile relay and we
win the 400. Courtney said. The Ag hopt
the 400-meter run is Gwen White. also a
member of the relay team. Courtn,y also id
he teel, that Helena Johnsson should captur,
the top spot in the JOO-meter hurdles for

usu.

VOTE TODAY!
Taggart Student Center

Sunburst Lounge

8:00-4:30

KSOP

FM - 104 AM - 1370

.

. ...

,. . :

DONWILLiinMs
CHRIS LEDOUX
APRIL 9t h . SALT PALACE 8 00 PM
TICKET S NOW ON SALE
.5 12
.
KSOP Cnunlry Joe s Rr.rnrtls U ol

·

-

.SO

O;ir.tlix.,tlhr S,ill PJI.Jc~ lJue He,t~ ~~~~•JI Evenls Cen!er Hill Field
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c~!~:
Oise Jockey RP.1:u ~II /CMI
or Money Orclerto KSOPRadio P 0

S.orcs ur hy _m.iil Pl~Jse sent! C,1shiers
Box ?~:dB SJII L.il..eCily Ut.1h ~
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Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

T.M

Call us.
753-8770
1151 N Main

Open for lunch
1lam · 1am Sun.-Thu rs
11am • 2am Fri. & Sat .
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limit ed d e li ve ry a rea .
1984 Domino's Pizza, Inc

Dave Bluford, shown carrying the ball , leads USU
sweep during Wednesday's game against BYU. USU
narrowed BYU's early lead but ended up on the short
end of a 15-6 score. USU scored its points on a Jim
Quirk score and Brett Roper's conversion kick. USU,
now 1-3, plays next at Pocatello.
Erich Grosse photo

Buy one item, get
one item free. Buy
2 items, get 2 items
free, etc.

!JI\.

Fast. Free Delivery·

753-8770
1151 N. Main
One coupon per pizza .
Expires : April 8 , 1984

~------------------~
,-------------------~
cosponsored by BSU Bl UITC Bl ASUSU

40 RBlB and New Music Band for SLC
Saturday, April 14th
USUID
• admission
8:30 • 12:00
•00 1st 50 people $1.
Fieldhouse
Breakdaace Contest
p.,, ,z,£,S\
1
W.w.eDaace Contest ____ ,..___
__,

4Free
Drinks

4 free 14 oz . cups of
Coke or Sprite .; it~ any
size pizza .
F ■et,

FrH 0.ltvery•

753-8770
1151 N. Main
One coupon per pizza .
Expires: April 8, 1984

~-------------------·
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TSC 31 7. Personals - $2

Wish someone you.
~
::----,;-... well, someone:'""""'--~-SJ-·.
you like a lot, a

HAPPY EASTER.
Steve Young, shown here in action against USU last season, had his professional debut last week•
end. Former BYU receiver Dan Plater says he feels Young will do well in the USFL.

McMahon: Young is overpaid
By GYM KIMBALL
correspondent

vote for a ·dazz~ing·84 .

Ken ·Coburn

Among the millions of Americans who watched Steve Young make his professional football debut last Sunday were two of Young's
former teammates at Brigham Young University, Jim McMahon and Dan Plater.
McMahon watched the game from his
home in Northbrook, Ill., while Plater watched Young perform from Salt Lake City. over a
bowl of chicken casserole. Both McMahon
and Plater were impressed with Young's first
professional performance, but neither thinks
Young is worth $36 million.
McMahon, who is presently the starting
quarterback for the Chicago Bears of the
NFL, said nobody is worth $36 million.
"Frofessional football players are worth $1
million a year," said McMahon, who was a
two-time collegiate All-American at BYU.
McMahon said he feels Young would be
worth $36 million if he played for 36 years,
noting that the average career of a professional football player is only four years.
Plater, who played with both McMahon
and Young at BYU, said, "Young is not a Jim
McMahon but I think he can help the L.A.
Express." Plater agreed with McMahon that
nobody is worth $36 million, but Plater also
said Young shouldn't be criticized for accepting the largest athletic contract in history.
"Anybody in America would take that $36
million contract," Plater said, adding he feels
Young should not be criticized by arm chair
quarterbacks. "You can't sit back and.say
Young's play isn't worthy of $36 million."
Plater said Young is being paid the huge
sum because he's a big attraction with a big
following.
"Young has drawing power," he said. "He
can put Mormon fans in the stands."
McMahon, who said he usually doesn't
watch USFL games, made an exception so he
could watch his successor at BYU play in his
first professional game. When asked why he
doesn't watch USFL games, McMahon cooly

Cultural·
Vice President:

Fighting

replied, "It's the golf season." McMahon is an
avid golfer. He said he believes the quality ol
play in the USFL is not as good as in the
NFL.
"There are a few good teams in the USFL
he said, "but the USFL has a long way to go
"Sure I was upset when I first heard how
much Young's contract was for. Hell, I only
made $150,000 last year."
With more than 50 NCAA records under
his belt, McMahon said he is entitled to a b,g
ger piece of the pie.
"I would like to stay here in Chicago, he
said, "but football is a business and you havf':
to go to the highest bidder."
When his contract expires in two years,
McMahon will be free to wheel and deal
Will McMahon go to the USFll "II the
money is right, I will," he said.
Plater's football career ended abruptly alter
he underwent surgery to remove a brain
tumor that was discovered while he wa~ in
the Chicago Bears' training camp.
ls there life after football? Danny Plater
said he believes there is. He has been anepted
to medical school at the University of
Southern California and will begin courses
this fall.
An academic All-American at BYU. Plater
hopes the USFL can survive.
'The USFL has created a lot of jobs t,,r
people," said Plater, a native of Reno, Nev
''I'd be all for a factory in Logan, Utah. 11tt
keeps people in work."
Plater said he thinks Young will do well in
the USFL. Alter watching Young·, perlormance, Plater said Young did some very good
things.
"Young, however. does not have a very
good supporting cast around him right now.
Plater concluded.
McMahon also said he believes Young will
do well in the USFL.
"Young's in the real world now. said
McMahon, who started as a rookie. "Young
has left the fantasy bubble of BYU and h• no
longer has the BYU coaches and alumni
around to ki5s his rear-end.

For You

!MACKNIGHT
Executive

V.P.
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Bird-watching is one class assignment these USU students don't mind completing. Keith Dixon, professor of biology, offers a class in Held ornithology. An avid
bird-watcher himself, Dixon said he believes in taking the study of birds out of the classroom and into nature.
Jo lin/ . Wise pho to

Bird-watching students step
out of the class, into nature
ByJOHN J. WISE
staffwriter
Each Tuesday at 7:30 a.m. a group
of USU students board university
vansand casually make their way to
nearbyareas where organisms
peculiarto avian taxonomy (bird
classifying) might be found.
About 40 students, representing a
Varietyof majors and disciplines, are
lakingfield ornithology this quarter,
andgoing out in the field to observe
birdsis one class requirement
studentsseem to enjoy most.
. Keith Dixon, professor of biology
in the College of Science, has taught
heldornithology since 1975. Dixon,
an avid bird-watcher and
Ornithologist,enjoys taking the class
in thefield to see the birds in their
natural surroundings, rather than
lllerelylooking at stuffed specimens
in a laboratory.
Dixon and two graduate students
serve as teaching assistants For
classoffer information and
~ptions
about birds they see as
• .., motor down the highway.
Afternoticing a flock of ducks on a
llllallpond adjacent to the road,
~ offers a brief narrative to 12
-ts.
"A drake pintail. .. a
~ appearance, with a longish
acute tail. .. the hen, more
colored,yet equally graceful
ves along with the drake."
van moves down the
, Dixon continues to provide
with descriptions and details
they are seeing.

;::o

One class requirement is that
students maintain a field notebook,
where data is recorded regarding the
species, habitat , time of sighting,
numbers of birds , flock size and uther
activities.
In addition to Dixon, Kurt Johnson
and Michael Tove , both graduate
students in biology , are teaching
assistants for field ornithology. Tove
and Johnson also drive one of the
three vans and offer their knowledge
and expertise about birds.
Johnson had field ornithology as an
undergraduate student at USU in
1976. In addition to becoming
reaquainted with the numerous birds
in the valley, Johnson said he enjoys
teaching the class because "it is a
friendly group, less formal than
lectures and allows us to get outside
to enjoy pleasant spring weather. "
An emphatical bird-watcher , and
ornithologist , Tove tries to emphasize
more than just identification of birds.
''Understanding birds in their natural
environment , what they do , how they
live, and adaptions for survival " is
the element he highlights for the
students.
Although each of the three vans
takes a slightly different course , each
tries to target a general group of birds
to observe. Most recently the class
traveled to nearby sewage lagoons to
look for waterbirds. The area
known as Benson. west of Logan , is
also a good area for birding , and the
(continued on page 14)

Two Canadian geese fly through Cache Valley skies. The birds are member s of
only one of the several species viewed by USU bird-watchers.
/aim J. Wise photo
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Candidates,
remember:
Deadline for ads is
two days in advance,
at noon.

SC317.

StudentCenter Movies

This Utah ang ler has so me luck sp rin g fishing. Though brook trout, like the one pictured abovt
are rare to the Logan River, some can be caught eve n in this off-season.

Watch for Elna's Bloopers - If ad is
in sideways, show is $1 . If ad is in
upside down, only 50¢, that day only .

Valley offers excellent fishing;
Logan River is favored location

.•

His father's gone.
His mother's a memory.
His brother's movingon .

~

TOUGH.TENDER
.TODAY

Fri. and Sat. 7:00 and 9:30

*******************************

Chinatown
With Faye Dunaway and Jack Nicholson

Midnight Movie
Fri & Sat

By CRAIG LAROCCO
editor
Because spring is here, a lot of anglers are
getting fish fever, though Utah's general
fishing season doesn't open for another two
months. These anglers aren't at a loss,
however, because Cache Valley offers plenty
of good fishing in many of its lakes and
streams which are open this time of year.
One favorite fishing spot is the Logan
River. The river offers excellent brown and
rainbow trout, some of which exceed five
pounds or better.
By far, the three most popular places to
fish on the river are the reservoirs on first, second and third dams. Here the fish are

generally smaller than those taken on tht
stretches between dams, but because the mer
voirs are more easily accessible, fisherfflffl
tend to congregate on the banks of th• rnonmade impoundments.
Fishing action for trout on the LoganRiver
is much better in spring than summer. Ont
gripe anglers have , however, about spring
fishing on the river is that the limit is only
two fish, whereas the limit is eightdurinlthe
general season .
Anglers are finding success on the' river~
ing flies, bait and lures. The most popular
and affective lures are brown, quarter ounce
Roostertails, Rapa las and Panther Martbu
(contin:...SOIi plll' Ill

Sharpen a skill. .. Solve a problem ...
celebrate the season ... Dyjoining a group,
MATHANXIETYPP.EVENTION
Mon . 1 ,30 -3,30
HEP.PES
HELPGP.OUP
Tues. 12,30 - 2,30
Plonned Porenthood
Thurs. 10 ,00 - 12,00
7 53-0724

WOMEN'SSELF-DEFENSE
Mory Pitts
Wed . 3 ,30 · 5,00
begins April 4

DIAP.YMAIIC
Undo Dotnll
Wed. 12 30 00
beginsApt\I

SCIENCE
ANXIETYPP.EVENTION
FOP.WOMENOVEP.35
Wed.1,30 -330
BEGINNING
ASSEP.
TIVENESSSponsored by Helpline
Thurs. 3,00 - 5 ,00 Dr. Joon Kleinke
7 52-3 964 LOVEANDSTILL
II
Thurs. 2,30 · 4,30
begins April 5

Coll for info and sign-up
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Lindo Moore
coll for Info. 753.7596

USUWOMEN'SCENTm
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Making Weekend Plans?
Check the Back Burner in the Statesman first.
The weather, movies and activities ma) be .JSilinst you.

Brook trout are not abundant in the favorite Cache Valley
fllhfng spots, but some may be found alon g with brown and
rablbowtrout in the Logan River.

Spring - time for fishing
!continued from page 12)
Popular flies include
Renegades, Captains and
snowflies, while other
anglers are finding success
using nightcrawlers, meal
worms, salmon eggs and

cheese.
The limit of two trout can
easilybe taken on cheese or
salmon eggs, but anglers
inttrested in catching larger
filh might consider using
nightcrawlers, minnows or
another
form of natural bait
orlures.
Most trout fishing experts
the larger the lure,
!htla,ger the fish. This might
1111
always be the case
llec:ause
many an angler has
llbn a stocked seven-inch
trouton large lures. But as a
generalrule, large fish strike
at large lures.

claim
that

l. K. Snarr is an avid trout

fishermanwho catches a limit
of brown trout on the Logan
Riveralmost every time he
goes.He claims the best way
to consistently catch big fish
is to use large streamers or

Scott

Wyatt

wooley worms on the dams.
"I'll usually attach a
streamer on about three feet
of leader behind a bubble,"
. Snarr said. "I fill the bubble
almost all the way up with
water, then cast out."
Snarr said he then retrieves
his line slowly, often
allowing the bubble to drift
for severa l seconds before
reeling in more line .
Snarr claims the best time
to catch large brown trout,
averaging about two to three
pounds, is about a half hour
before and after sunset.
Other than trout fishing,
the Logan River offers
excellent whitefishing.
Whitefish limits are 20 fish a
day. Most of them are being
taken on flies and small,
aquadic wildlife.
Fishing on the Logan River
will be permitted until April
31, when it will then be
closed until the statewide
general season opener begins.
A valid Utah fishing license is
required to fish on the river.
A trout stamp isn't necessary
until the season opener .
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Students enjoy field ornithology

Shawn Mecham

(continued from page 11)

Campus Affairs &
Athletics V.P.
Together we'll set
a record

~-=---~

f

group usually finds numerous
ducks and other waterbirds
there.
The students are not
confined to the vans for the
entire three-hour field trip,
but some birds if disturbed
will simply fly away
precluding any opportunity
for observation. Other times
when the birds do not feel
threatened, students get out
of the vans, allowing more
time and freedom to actually
observe the birds in the wild.
Ducks lazily swimming on
a pond a safe distance from
potential disturbance offer a
good opportunity to get out
of the vans. When the birds
can be viewed from a safe
distance, high-powered
spotting scopes are set-up to
allow extremely close
observation. This allows the
students to come "face to
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are so many birdr around
here," she said.
Johnson and Dixon ag.rft
with Kashima on that poinl.
Cache Valley, because of a
combination of ecoty~,
offers suitable habitat tor a
wide variety of avian fauna
(birds). Mountain, desertand
marsh ecosystems in the
vicinity of Cache Valley
attract far more birds than
areas with less ecological
diversity.
According to one
knowledgable spokesman,
about 280 species of birds
have been seen in Cache
Valley. Although no stud•nts
have attained that impressivt
a list this quarter, they a~
learning some of the skills
which may enable them to do
so in the future. Field
ornithology goes beyond the
traditional boundries of
lecture halls to harmoniously
combine science with naturt.

Birding: A way to make a living

USIJCii•11•••II••

ENGINEERING
CAMERA
Large Scale Enlargement and
Reduction - Photo Fabrication

Mylar • Brownline • Positive

·~

Negative

Stationery

869SoulhMain Smllhfield

As strange as it may sound, some people
make their living, or at least a part of their
living, by watching birds. For a handful of
students and staff members, birding is very
much a part of their day-to~ay work
assignments.
One such person is Peter Landres. Working
for the USU department of biology, Landres
has been spending much of the summer in
western Wyoming gathering data on five
species of migrant birds. The data, Landres
said, "will be used to test ecological theory."
Not a fanatical birder, Landres is looking
more toward the hard-core science part of
bird watching in order to substantiate or
challenge commonly held ideas relating to
avian ecology.

• Engineering Drawings
• Map Making
Architectural Reproduction
Printed Circuit
• Geological Survey Work

'()~

face" with the bird. Further
examination is made of the
surroundings with binoculars.
Many of the students are
taking the class because it is
required for their major,
others take it simply because
of personal interest and
curiousity. Honore
Spikerman, a freshman from
Illinois majoring in wildlife
management, is taking the
class for both reasons.
Spikerman said her father is
an enthusiastic bird-watcher
and instilled a deep
appreciation for birds in her
and the rest of her family.
Honore's sister Ellen, is also
taking field ornithology, but
as a watershed science major,
the class is not required.
Mayumi Kashima, a
psychology major from
Tokyo, Japan, is satisfying her
interest in birds by taking
field ornithology.
"Bird-watching is fun. There

563-6285

Lee Jones, a graduate student in biology, is
working with a bird most of us are familiar

with - the magpie. Magpies, Jones said, are
good birds to study because they are easy to
find and are relatively abundant in the area
An avid birder for 11 years with an
unsatiable interest in avian biology. Michael
Tove has traveled to the Aleutian Islands m
Alaska, and the Galapagos Islands off the
northwest Coast of South America. Tove has
counted 663 species in North America and has
sighted birds in Cache Valley that were
previously undocumented.
As for research, Tove is studying avian
communication analysis. In simpler words he
is trying to learn what some birds are saying
when they vocalize. Tove is focusing on
housP wrens. a bird common to Caclie Valley
which he says "is vocally gifted." Tove said
the house wrens have elaborate series of songs
which they use for different reasons, one of
which, Tove added, was to find a mate.
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Start Your Spring Nutrition
Program Right

Today's Special
Deep Fried Halibut
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veg., potato.

roll

We use only
Fresh, top
quality
ingredients,
with no
preservatives.

Check ~u~ din~er menu. \ Z?inner: U.S. choice top
Good, fillrng dmners at a
sirloin , soup & salad
modest price!
potato . .. . .... $4. 75
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Fri. April 6
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For example, our Italian Stuffed Mushrooms
arc made with real cheese and butter,
fresh mushrooms, herbs, and handmade
Italian Sauce. All served with Center
Streets own whole wheat
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CTassifieds------.
CaliforniaAnaheimmissionreunion.Sunday
Apnl 8, 7:00 p.m. Holiday12th ward,3862
Qakview Dr S.L.C. Call 563-5622 or
1•466-3519 for moreinformation.
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Eleme ntar y education
schol arships available
Elementary education

majors interested

in applying for the scho larship s awarded
by the dep.irtmenl for the 1984-85 schoo l
year should co ntact the department at Ed
206. Application s arc due April 16 . To be
eligible, student s must have co mpleted
Level Two and have a minimum of 90

Guest spea kers will lecture on various
aspects of nutrition and feeding of
performan ce horses and developi ng their
athletic pote ntial. Students may sign up
for the 1 credit co urse in Ag SC 220.
Non-students may take the cou rse for
credit or audit. For more information ,
phone 750-2150.

USU ski invitational
The USU ski team , along with BYU,
will be hosting an invitational Giant
Slalom race April 6 at Beaver Mtn. There
will be an entry fee of $3 ~nd day tickets
will be reduced to $8 for participants.
Fifteen spo ts arc ope n in the men 's field
and the women's field is unlimited .
Registration will be the morning of the
race, from 8 to 9:30 a.m. at Beaver Mnt.
Lodge. Cour<;e inspection begins at 9 a.m.

credits with an ove rall GPA of 3.5 .
Awards will be based upon scho lars hip ,
economic need, and outs tanding teaching
potential.

Teach ing deadline
Students in genera l secondary ,
elementary and vocationa l subjects who
plan to do student teaching fall quarter
must file an app licat ion wi th the Bureau
of Stud ent Teaching in Ed I 13 by April
16. Stud en ts failin g to meet thi s deadline

Schola rships offered

will be held over to win ter quarter .

Horse cou rse offe red
A hor<,e short cou rse on feeding a
performance horse will be offered April 6
from 6 to 10 p.m. and April 7 from 8
a.m. to 1 p .m. m Eccles, Room 311.

Two schol arships are being offered to
teachers, educato rs and others involved in
commu nit y service from the Cac he Valley
area by the Bridgcrland Audubon Society.
The scholarships typically offer $100 to
recipients to be used for atte ndin g the
Teton Science Schoo l in Teton National
Park, Wyo., and the Alpine c~mferen ce
held near Alpin<•. Wyo .. June 5-10.

ijJendat

l..L

[] Entry close dates for men' s and women 's Intramural
swim meet.
D SC movie Te.\ at 7 and 9 :30 p.m . in the SC Auditorium.
[J SC Midnight M ov ie China Town in the SC Auditorium.

ASUSA Primary Elections.
1
The Alternative Cinema Series pre sen ' s Fran co is
Truffaut 's The Man Wl,o Loved Women a t 7 and 9 :30 p.m .
in FAV 150.
□ Partners Program Productivity
Seminar with Bill Ouchi
in the SC Ballro o m at 9 a.m.
Bolivian St udent Association meeting in the SC West

Co lony Room al 6,30 p.m.
IS

Applications for the scholarships can be
obtained by co ntacting Diane Siegfried at
753-3982 01 Allen Stokes at 752-2702.

$6 each and can be obtained from

Audubon field trip

750-2190 .

Bridgerland Audubon Society will hold
a field trip Ap ril 7 to observe spring
migrants including Ca nada geese, sandh ill
cranes, Virginia rails and many others.
We will leave at 8 a.m. from the
University Radio Tower at 12th E. and
7th North. and at 8:10 a.m . from Logan
Library . We will return by noon . This
will be an easy roadside birding trip .

Folk dance workshop
The re will be an advanced folk dance
workshop April 7 at the U. of U. Student
Center Ballroom. There will be two
sessio ns and a potluck dance party at $2
per session. The first session starts at
10:30 a.m. Lodgings will be available.
Call 750-2184 for details.

Everyone is invited to attend. Tickets an~
members of the Classified Employees
Council or by calling Donna Crowell at

Rodeo Queen contest
Plans are now being made for the USL
Rodeo Queen contest. Anyone interested
in competing contact Susan Cummin~
before April 10 at 753-2504.

Math workshop
There are a few spaces left for the
science and math anxiety workshops
which arc starting the week of April 9
Sign up at the Women's Center at SC304
or call 750-1728.

Dea dlines listed
All campus dubs, o rganizations,
individuals and university department

intere sted in putting their newsworth\
Classified Employee Of announcements
on The Back Burntr
should complete a form available al T
the Year banquet
315. Both calendar items and notic~

1

c,·

Th e Classified Employees will be
holding a banquet Ap ril 11 at 6:30 p.m .
in the SC Ballroom to honor the top three
Classified Employees of the Year.

activiti es need to follow these deadhnt:
Tuesday and Thur sday at 10 a.m. and
Friday at 2 p.m. for publication in tht
next regular issue.

What's 'Playing _ __

April 6, 1984

cc

---

meeting to discuss th e upcoming

M ann 's Trip lex - Never Cry Wolf , Police Academy,
Footloose . Midnight movies Rocky Horror Picture Show ,

Life of Brian , Warriors. 752-7762.
Utah - Sp/as/, . 752-3072.
Redwoo d - Greystoke - T/,e Legend of Tarzan . 752-5098.
Cinema - Up TJ,e Creek. 753-1900.
Capi to l - Wher e tl,e Boy s Are . 752-7521.
Lew iston Co mmunit y Th ea tre - . Niglitcrossing. 258-2141.

Weath,e=----=tc__
__
__,

Internati ona l Week
T od a y's fo reca st
Mostly cloudy and coo ler. Scattered

al 6 p.m. in SC 336.

showers.High

56. Low

32.
To mo rr ow's fo rec a st

Mostly cloudy with possible thundershowers. High 51.
Lows around

April 7, 1984
□ The Baseball Club plays Idaho at Logan High Schoo l at 1
p.m.
Free inco me ta x assistance

the SC Lounge , 3rd floo r.

through

VITA, 1 to 4 p .m . in

·

□ Health Fair '84 at the Community

Center , 195
S. 100 W. from 9 a.m. lo 4 p.m.
□ Audubon Society field trip along Mendon Road al 8 a.m.
fro m the University

Recreation

Radio Tower .

and 9,30 p .m .
D SC Movie Tu in the SC Auditorium at 7 and 9,30 p.m.
D SC Midnight Movie China Town in the SC Auditorium

z
0

~

April 9, 1984
, l Math and science anxiety workshop

begins. Contact

750-1728.
D SC mo vie Cujo at 7 and 9,30 p.m . in the S
Auditorium

.

nternalional folk dancing al 7 p .m. in HPER 102.
JOvereaters An o nymous meeting at 7:30 p.m . in SC 327 .
1Academic Services study skills seminar in SC 303 at

12,30 p .m.
[l Repertory Dance Theatre presents a
lectur e demonstration
in HPER 215 at 5 :30 p.m. and a jazz

class

in

HPER 215 at 7 p.m.

30.

